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1. The Loveland Classic has been postponed again. I am in communication with Green Events as to 

details.  
 

2. The Scheels Ferris Wheel fundraiser will be moved to 2021. It does not appear that Scheels will 
be able to operate the Ferris Wheel in 2020. The store will let us know when we can schedule.  

 
3. TEF received the $5,000 operating expense grant we applied for last month!  

 
 

4. I secured a contract with Comcast to cover Internet Essentials for our remaining families 
without internet access. In addition, I am trying to facilitate their support to cover areas in our 
community that are blind spots in their network. This has been a barrier for some families and 
will necessitate us going to other companies if Comcast can’t cover. (initiated with Rise 
Broadband but they haven’t been as easy to coordinate) The way the partnership program 
works, we will cover 10 months of monthly fees (2 months free so only $80 per family) to get 
everyone through the school year. If a family on our agreement leaves the district, we can 
cancel their Comcast access through our payment system. 
 

5. TEF is purchasing music kits for all elementary students (from Elementary Music Fund) to use 
for at-home learning. Teachers will incorporate the instruments into classroom instruction as 
well if/when we go back to in-person learning. Teachers will put the kits together on September 
16 and then distribute from their home schools. From the same fund, we are also going to 
purchase microphone systems for elementary teachers to facilitate teaching with masks. 
 
 

6. TEF received a request from IT for support for individual sanitizing wipes for electronic devices. 
With the shift to remote at the start of the year, this request is less urgent but will still be 
needed. The appropriate wipes, iCloth, are retail expensive for the large supply we would need 
district wide. I reached out to the City of Loveland Business Development and The Warehouse 
to see if any of our Northern Colorado manufacturers are already or could shift to making this 
product for us at a lower cost. It doesn’t appear to be a cost-effective option at this time but 
our connections gave us other possibilities to consider that may work equally well and cost less. 
 

7. While not the primary funder, TEF is communicating about opportunities to support student 
scholarships at the Boys & Girls Club & YMCA childcare located in our schools.  
 
 



8. The 2021 Pulliam request was sent and the final report for last year’s funding is being prepared. 
I’ve had several conversations with Larissa Clark who replaced Jan Lanting in regard to TEF’s 
support for science curriculum and field trips. Larissa brings a new focus to science K-12 (not 
just elementary) and enthusiasm to explore new projects. For this request, we will continue to 
focus on salary supplement for her position but hope to transition to more programmatic 
requests in the future. 
 

9. I have also been meeting with Sarah King, the new McKinney-Vento liaison, who replaced Jana 
Ramchander. Together, we renamed the Homeless Assistance Fund to Resiliency Fund for 
Unhoused Youth. Sarah is working on COVID support gift baskets for homeless families and TEF 
will provide King Soopers & Walmart gift cards from our funds. I have been participating on the 
state task force that is creating the rules and guidelines for SB20-106. Not being a service 
provider, I am on there primarily to make sure the intent of the law is represented. 


